
მე-13 კვირის მასალა 

Headway beginner: unit 13: Here and now 

Colors and clothes     ¤   present continuous    ¤   Opposite verbs    ¤  what’s the matter? 

 

 

 

Colors and clothes 

What color is it?                                                                                        What are the clothes? 

Blue A jacket- ქურთუკი 

Red Trainers-სპორტული ფეხსაცმელი 

Green Trousers-შარვალი 

White A suit-კოსტიუმი 

Grey Shoes and socks-ფეხსაცმელი და წინდები 

Yellow A shirt and a tie-ოერანდი და ჰალსტუხი 

Brown A scarf-შარფი 

Black A t-shirt and shorts-მაისური და შორტები 

orange A jumper-ჯემპრი 

Violet   

  

Read and translate. 

1. He is wearing a white shirt and blue jeans 

2. I am wearing blue jeans and black t-shirt 

3.  Polly and Penny are wearing yellow dresses and blue jackets. 

4. Nigel’s wearing a grey suit and white shirt. 

5. Lily’s wearing a yellow T-shirt and white trainers. She’s running. 

 

 



Grammar spot 

The present Continuous Tense 

   აწმყო განგრძობიტი დრო გამოხატავს ისეთ მოქმედებვას, რომელიც გრძელდება აწმყოს 

მოცემულ მონაკვეთში, იგი გვიჩვენებს, რომ მოქმედება კვლავ გრძელდება საუბრის დროს: 

He is going - ის მიდის (ახლა) 

I am writing-მე ვწერ (ახლა) 

   The Present Continuous Tense is formed by means of the Present Indefinite Tense of the auxiliary 

verb to be  and the Present Participle of the conjugated verb. 

აწმყო განუსაზღვრელი დრო იწარმოება  to be დამხმარე ზმინის აწმყო განუსაზღვრელი 

დროისა და საუღლებელი ზმნის აწმყოს მიმღეობისგან. 

 

  The Present Continuous describes what is happening now. We make present Continuous with the 

verb to be: am/is/are + verb + ing 

To read აზმნის უღლება  Present Continuous Tense- ში 

 

მტკიცებითი პორმა კითხვითი ფორმა უარყოფითი ფორმა 

 I am    reading  Am   I  reading?   I   am   not  reading 

You are    reading Are  you  reading? You are    not  reading 

He      is   reading                                    Is   he    reading?                        He       is   not   reading                                  

She is    reading Is  she reading? She is  not   reading 

  

It is    reading Is    it reading? It is  not   reading 

 We      are    reading   Are   we reading?   We      are   not   reading 

 You    are     reading        Are     you    reading?          You    are    not    reading      

They    are   reading Are     they    reading? They    are   not   reading 

 

    The Present Continuous Tense -არ საჭიროებს დროის გარემოების არმნიშვნელ სიტყვებს, 

მაგალითად, now-ახლა, at the moment-ამ წუთას, at the present time -ახლანდელ დროს , right 

now-ახლავე    

I am writing now. 



He is reading at the moment. 

She is cooking at the present time. 

 

To go ზმნა   The Present Continuous Tense-ში, როცა მას მოსდევს საუღლებელი ზმნა 

ინფინიტივში, შეესაბამება ქართულ „აპირებ“-ს: 

What are you going to do? 

I am going to read. 

He is going to speak. 

They are going to work here. 

                       

 

I am reading or I read ? 

Present Continuous 

The Present Continuous is used for activities that are 

happening now: 

I am reading a book just now. 

At the moment the helmsman is steering the ship. 

The reefer is carrying a shipment of bananas. 

Present Simple 

The Present Simple is used for activities that are 

regular or always happen. 

I often read a book in the evening. 

The helmsman usually steers the ship in port. 

LPG tankers carry gas.  

 

 

 

 

Read and translate  

HE’S ON HOLIDAY AT THE MOMENT 

Nigel at work 

  Nigel is a businessman. He works from9.00 to 5.30 every day. He always wears a suit and tie for 

work. He usually has lunch at his desk at one o’clock. He arrives home at about seven o’clock every 

evening and he reads to his children before they go to bed. He often feels very tired at the end of the 

day. 



 

New words  

Wear - ტარეაბა (clothes) 

Arrive- ჩამოსვლა 

Tired-დაღლილი 

End of the day-დღის ბოლო 

 

 

 

 

Read  and transalte 

    Read the introduction to the TV programme The Secret Millionaire. What do the millionaires do 

in the programme? Why are they called secret millionaire? 

 

The secret Millionaire 

    The Secret Millionaire is a program on TV’s Channel 4. Every week a different Millionaire leaves 

his or her comfortable, expensive home and lives and works for ten days with people who aren’t rich 

and need help. The people don’t know who he or she is. They ‘secret are millionaires’. 

  Colin Cameron  is this week’s millionaire. He started his business 25 years ago when he was 19. He’s 

now worth £60 million and lives with his wife and two teenage sons in a beautiful, big country 

house. He also has a house in Majorca, and apartments in London and New York. He drives a yellow 

Lamborghini and even has a privet plane. He says:  “I’m very lucky man. Now I want to help people 

who are not as lucky as I am, especially young people.” 

  Colin left his family last weekend and went by train to Manchester. He is now living in Moss Side, a 

poor area of the city. He is staying with a married couple , Roger and Margaret Watson. They think 

he is looking for in Manchester. 

  Roger and Margaret live in a small flat on the 8th floor of an apartment block. They only have one 

bedroom so Colin is sleeping on the sofa in the living room. They run a hostel for homeless teenage 

boys. 

  This week Colin is working with the boys in the hostel, an old, grey building in a busy road. Some 

of the boys can’s read and write very well and he is helping them to learn sp that they can’t find jobs. 



Roger, Margaret and the boys like Colin, they think that he is a good teacher. They have no idea he is 

a millionaire. Colin says: 

    “I’m missing my family a lot but Roger and Margaret are wonderful people. I’m enjoying my time 

with them very much. I’m learning a lot about life. At the end of the week I want to give them 

£100.000to build a new hostel. I’d like to bring my sons here to meet them all. ” 

 

New words 

Rich-მდიდარი 

Worth-ფასეული,ღირებული 

Private plane-პირადი თვითმფრინავი 

Lucky-იღბლიანი 

Especially -განასკუთრებული 

Poor-ღარიბი 

Couple-წყვილი 

Hostel-საერთო საცხოვრებელი 

Homeless-უსახლკარო 

 

 

Read . Are the sentences true or false? 

1. Colin went to Manchester by bus? 

2. He’s helping boys and girls to read and write. 

3. They don’t think e is a good teacher. 

4. He wants to give Roger and Margaret a lot of money. 

5. Colin is not enjoying the work at all. 

6. The hostel is for homeless boys and girls. 

7. He’s staying in a flat in the centre of the city. 

 

 



 

 

Opposite verbs 

Read and learn by heart  

Leave   - დატოვება                                             arrive -ჩამოსვლა 

Buy-  ყიდვა       Sell- გაყიდვა 

Walk  -სეირნობა       run -სირბილი 

Love   -სიკვარული   Hate- სიძულვილი 

Open  - ღია    Close- დაკეტილი 

Turn on  -ჩართვა     turn off     -გამორთვა 

Start-   დაწყება                Finish- დამთავრება 

  Get up  -   ადგომა   go to bed   -დასაძინებლად წასვა 

Put on - ჩაცმა             take off -გახდა 

Win   -გამარჯვება                  Lose- წაგება 

 

 

Read and translate 

1. Please, don’t ask me any more questions. I can’t answer them. 

2. I’m selling my old car and I’m buying a new one. 

3. He always get up at seven in the morning and go to bed at eleven at night. 

4. It was cold, so Tom took off his T-shirt and put on a warm jumper. 

5. I usually walk to school but yesterday I was late so I run all the way. 

 

 

EVERYDAY ENGLISH 

Read and learn by heart 

 



What’s matter? რა ხდება? 

Tired- დაღლილი 

Hungry-მშიერი 

Thirsty-წყურვილი 

Cold-ცივი 

Hot-ცხელი 

Bored-მოწყენილი 

Worried-შეწუხებული 

Angry-გამრაზებული 

A cold-გაცივება 

 a headache- თავის ტკივილის 

 

 What’s the matter with people? 

She’s cold- მას ცივა 

He’s hungry- მას შია 

They’re tired-ისინი დაღლილები არიან 

He’s thirsty-მას წყურია 

They’re hot-მათ ცხელათ 

She’s bored-ის მოწყენილია 

He’s angry-ის გაბრაზებულია 

She’s worried-ის შეწუხებულია 

He has a headache თავის ტკივილი აწუხებს 

She has a cold- ის გაცივდა 

 

 

 

Read  and translate about Isabel and Mark 



Today is different! 

ISABEL 

“on Saturday mornings I usually get up late and do the housework. Then I meet some friends in town 

for lunch, and go shopping in the afternoon. In the morning I go to the cinema, or go to a party.” 

 But this Saturday is different! Today Isabel is getting married. She got up early and put on her 

wedding dress. Now she is in church with all her family and friends. She’s wearing a white dress, and 

her new husband is standing next to her. 

 

MARK 

“On Christmas day we  usually all go to my parents’ house. We open our presents, then have a big 

lunch at about 2.00. After that we play games and watch TV.” 

But this Christmas is different! Mark and his wife, Donna, are in Australia, and its summer. They’re 

having Christmas with Donna’s parents, who are Australian. This morning they went swimming, and 

now they’re having a barbecue and cooking lunch on the beach. It’s hot and they’re wearing shorts. 

 

New words  

Late-გვიან 

Meet-შეხვედარ, გაცნობა 

Wedding dress -საქორწინო კაბა 

Husband- მეურლე,ქმარი 

Getting married- დაქორწინება 

Next to- გვერდით 

Christmas - შობა 

 

Answer the questions. 

1. What does Isabel do on Saturdays? 

2. What is special about today? 

3. Where is she? 

4. What is she wearing? 

5. What does Mark usually do on Christmas day? 



6. Where is he today? Why? 

7. What are they doing now? 

8. What are they wearing? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

მე-14  კვირის მასალა 

Headway beginner: unit 14:  It’s time to go! 

Future plans  ¤   Grammar revision   ¤    Vocabulary revision  ¤   Social expressions 

 

How do you travel? Where to? 

I usually travel to school by bus but today I came by car 



Sometimes I travel by …… 

The preposition by can be used with number of vehicles 

Forms of transport 

By car-მანქანა 

 By bus-ავტობუსი 

By train-მატარებელი 

By boat-ნავი 

By bicycle-ველოსიპედი 

By motorbike-მოტოციკლი 

By airplane-თვითმფრინავი 

 

 

Read and practice. 

-what are you doing? 

-I’m planning my holiday 

-Where are you going? 

-I’m going to South Africa. It’s my first time 

-You’re so lucky! When are you leaving? 

-I’m leaving next Monday morning. 

-Who are you going with? 

-I’m not going with anyone. Just me and my rucksack 

-Where are you going to stay? 

-I’m staying with my friends 

-Fantastic! And how are you going to travel? 

-By plane to Cape Town, and then by jeep when I’m on safari. 

-And how long are you going to stay? 



-Just two weeks. 

-How much is it going to cost? 

-About £2,000 

-Mmmm that’s quite a lot. Well, have a great time. I can’t wait to see your photos. 

 

New words 

Planning-დაგეგმვა 

Leaving-გამგზავრება 

How long? რამდენი ხნით? 

Travel-მოგზაურობა 

Just two weeks- მხოლოდ ორი კვირით 

Quite a lot- საკმაოდ ბევრი 

Cost-ღირებულება 

 

 

 

Read and translate. 

 

Past, Present and Future 

Three people talk about their family, education, work, and ambitions.   

Milena Dusek is Chech. She was born in Prague, where she still lives with her mother and two 

sisters. She’s 18, and she goes to an international school. She is studying English, psychology, and 

economics. 

My parents are divorced. My father  is a journalists , and work for a newspaper called Blesk. My 

mother works as a chef in a restaurant in the old town. I see my father quite often. He lives nearby.  

Milena wants to work in banking. She’s going to study business when she’s older, so it’s important 

that she speaks very good English. Next summer she’s going to London for two months to study at a 



language school. She’s going to stay with an English family, and she’s going to learn English for five 

hours a day. 

She’s excited about to going to London, but a little bit worried, too. ‘I hope the family are nice, and I 

hope I like English food’ she says. 

 

New words 

Newspaper-გაზეთი 

International -საერთაშორისო 

Chef-უფროსი მზარეული 

Journalist-ჟურნალისტი 

Quite often -საკმაოდ ხშირად 

Psychology-ფსიქოლოგია 

Economics-ეკონომიკა 

Divorced-განქორწინდნენ 

Importan-მნიშვნელოვანი 

Going to-აპირებს 

Hour-საათი 

A little bit -ცოტა 

Excited-აღელვებული 

Food-საკვები 

Hope-იმედი 

Modern languages-თანამედროვე ენები 

Nearby-იქვე 

 

Georg Reinhardt is an architect. He’s married, and le lives his wife, karlotta, and three children ,in 

Berlin. Karlotta is a housewife, and their three children go to a local gymnasium (school).  

‘I was born in Frankfurt, where I grew up and went to school. I studied architecture at the University 

of Munich. I met Karlotta at University, she was a student of modern languages. We moved to Berlin 

in 1995.’ 



George also teaches architecture. Neat year he is moving to America, to teach at the University of 

California in Berkeley for three years. His  family is going with him. They’re going to live on the 

university campus, where there is a school for the children. His wife is going to teach German. They 

are all very excited about the trip. The kids are learning English. They want to see the Golden Gate 

Bridge in San Francisco, ’says George. ‘My wife are looking forward to living in sunshine all year 

round. 

New words 

Architect-აქიტეკტორი 

Housewife-დიასახლისი 

Local-ადგილობრივი 

Grew up-გაიზარდა 

Looking forward-მოთმენლად ელის 

Kids-ბავშვები 

To teach-სწავლება 

 

Archie McCrae is Scottish. He was born in Glasgow, where he grew up with his parents and  his 

brother and sister. His father is a doctor and his mother works for the research company, Bayer. 

‘ I went to Drumchaperl High School. I studied biology, chemistry and physics. At school I met 

Fiona, and we started going out when we were 16.we studied medicine together at the University of 

Edinburgh, and now we live in Edinburgh.’ 

They want to work in developing countries. Next week they’re going to Zambia, in Southern Africa, 

for a year, to work in St Frances’ hospital in the east of the country. They’re going to train doctors 

and nurses in villages near the hospital. 

How do they feel about their trip? “We’re very excited, but a bit nervous, says Archie ”. ‘Zambia is a 

beautiful country, but very poor. The people are wonderful. I hope we can help them.’ 

New words 

Biology- ბიოლოგია 

Chemistry-ქიმია 

Research company- კვლევითი კომპანია 

South Africa- სამხრეთ აფრიკა  

Developing countries- განვითარებადი ქვეყნები 



medicine -მედიცინა 

nurse-მედდა 

nervous-ნერვიულობა 

wonderful-მშვენიერი 

doctors-ექიმები 

gymnasium-გიმნაზია 

trip-მოგზაურობა 

Zambia - სრულად - ზამბიის რესპუბლიკა(სამხრეთ აფრიკა) 

 

1. Complete the sentences about Archie McCrae with the verbs in the correct tense. 

1. Archie and Fiona_______________(live) in Edinburgh. 

2. Archie _____________(have) a brother and a sister. 

3. His mother_____________(work) for a research company, Bayer. 

4. Archie ______________(grew up) in Glasgow. 

5. He ________________(study) medicine at university 

 

 

EVERYDAY ENGLISH 

Social expressions 

Read and remember. 

 

Good luck-წარმატებები 

See you later-მოგვიანებით გნახავ 

I’ll do my best-ყველაფერს გავაკეთებ რაც შემიძლია 

Don’t worry- არ ინერვიულო 

It doesn’t matter-არა აქვს მნისვნელობა 

I’m so sorry- ძალიან ვწუხვარ 



Have a good weekend-ბედნიერ დასვენებას გისურვებთ 

Same to you-შენც ასევე 

See you again soon-მალე გნახავ 

Thanks for everything- მადლობა ყველაფრისთვის 

 

 

Complete the conversation. 

                   Best    later   luck                                                                                   matter     so     worry 

Good  __________in the exams!                          Oh,no! 

I hope it goes well.                                                               

Don’t________. It doesn’t_________. 

  

Don’t forget! 

Question words 

Match a question word with answer 

What? Jamie 

Where? A pair of jeans 

Why? Because I was tired 

When? By bus 

Who? In Paris 

How? In 2006 

How many? 4.60 

How much? Six 

How old? Twenty-two 

How long? Jazz, hip hop 

What sort? Medium 

What size? An hour 



 


